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ABSTRACT

Open Source Software (OSS) communities often resist regulation typical of traditional organizations. Yet formal governance systems are being increasingly adopted among communities, particularly through non-profit project-sponsoring foundations. Our study looks at the Apache Software Foundation Incubator program and 208 of the projects it has supported. We assemble a scalable, semantic pipeline to discover and analyze the governance behavior of projects from their mailing lists. We then investigate the relationship of such behavior to what the formal policies prescribe, through their own governance priorities and how their members internalize them. Our findings indicate that a greater amount of policy over a governed topic doesn’t elicit more governed activity on that topic, but does predict greater internalization by community members. Moreover, alignment of community operations with foundation governance, be it dedicating their governance focus or adopting policy along topics seeing greater policy-making, has limited association with project outcomes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An exemplary instance of online peer production [3], Open Source Software (OSS) has emerged as a multi-billion dollar informal industry supporting major contemporary tech enterprises, academia, and scientific research and development. OSS projects have often observed some degree of overarching coordination and governance [46, 76] to manage their products and mentor their developers. Well-laid-out, written formal policies are often used to steer and synchronize community operations, thus minimizing the costs of coordination and management [8, 26]. Alongside such formal rules, communities have simultaneously observed other informal practical norms to structure activities, assign responsibilities, utilize project resources, and ensure sustained development [16, 31, 35, 46, 52, 57, 59, 103].

Market pressures and recent trends are driving standardization in the OSS ecosystem, including greater adoption of centralized governance models. Over the past three decades, the increasing stakes of OSS have paved the way for several non-profit OSS foundations, which support hundreds of projects and implement systematic governance over their communities. These organizations serve OSS through mentoring, much-needed infrastructure [32] (servers, centralized storage, etc.), legal aid around licensing [67], and well-maintained technical support [62]. Foundations have brought OSS mainstream visibility, attracting even larger numbers of contributors and financial support [57].

Consequently, community governance of mentored projects is a product of the foundation’s formal policies, the community’s own informal norms and practices, and any interactions between those two sources of institutional structure. Hence, even among projects under the same foundation, their decisions, actions, and ensuing interactions may reflect varied degrees of involvement with the centralized governance, as they may prefer to manage their community in their own fashion. To researchers, OSS foundations and their projects are an ideal sandbox for observing governance dynamics across online institutions.
Non-profit OSS foundations are steadily rising in popularity, with one survey finding 101 active organizations that host over 1,600 OSS projects as of 2018 [38, 39]. With mentored projects generally showing higher survival rates over independent communities [80, 104], they are being increasingly viewed as a model to raise thriving projects producing usable, compliant software. Yet, OSS governance is not without its quirks and challenges [16, 46, 83]. Indeed, there have been instances where formal governance has produced little impact or has actually limited community flexibility and autonomy [41, 67, 83].

Notable among OSS foundations is the Apache Software Foundation (ASF). The Apache Software Foundation Incubator (ASFI) was founded by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) in 2002 in part to propagate their approach to OSS governance and has mentored over 300 projects (‘podlings’) since. Several non-profits require interested projects to undergo initiation through an incubation program and learn the ways and requirements of the foundation. ASFI also evaluates projects for performance and overall organizational fit throughout their incubation before accepting (‘graduating’) them for continued support or ‘retiring’ them from the foundation. ASFI is famously committed to fostering self-governance and sustained operations in its communities. This raises a fundamental question: what is the relationship of each project’s emergent governance structure to the formal policies representing governance across the ASF?

Our study focuses on community-level governance among mentored projects and how they relate to the common policies imposed by their foundation. We leverage developer conversations from ASFI’s public mailing lists (which, by policy, contain all project business). Compared to traditional approaches like surveys, interviews, or other forms of qualitative inference, retrieving behavioral measures from trace data is faster, convenient for replication across foundations while offering more granular, real-time insight. We assess each project’s governance efforts and resulting operational structuring through the routinized governed activities they perform. Governed activities are measured through recurring [11, 47] operations discussed among email exchanges. Next, we evaluate policy internalization of projects, i.e., the extent to which ASFI formal policies and their elements structure community governance and frame their governed activities. Internalization is measured as the semantic similarity between governed activities and formal policies within topics covered by ASFI policies. We analyze how the extent of community governance efforts and policy internalization relate to ASFI’s extent of regulation (number of rules) across different governance topics. Finally, we empirically investigate how community governance and the extent of their formal policy internalization together explain its outcome in the ASF Incubator. Our contributions and findings are as follows:

(1) We demonstrate a scalable approach, based on semi supervised learning, to understand governance across peer production communities through both its formal specification and lived instantiation.

(2) A foundation-level analysis of ASFI projects shows that the extent of policy regulation — the number of rules structuring different governance topics — is not mirrored in practice through the extent of governed activity. Yet governed activity tends to internalize formalization to a greater extent in domains where there are more policies, as indicated through the semantic similarity between developer discussions and formal policy. Therefore, while there is greater formal policy internalization in governance topics that are laid out with more rules, these topics with more rules do not necessarily elicit more governed activity among communities.

(3) When it comes to sustaining the community and efficient development towards graduation, more governed activity and greater policy internalization of topics highly regulated/prioritized in formal policies had little association with the odds of success. All in all, formalized policies in OSS communities may not accurately reflect their underlying patterns of “lived” governance structure or community success.

2 REVIEW: OSS MANAGEMENT

Open Source governance includes all organizational structures and coordination mechanisms that regulate community interactions as well as product development. Prior work has extensively explored OSS community governance in terms of decision-making [31, 40, 104], assignment of tasks [16, 57], managing developer roles and access [35, 59], mentorship [82], code quality, review, and contribution [46, 89], etc.

Community governance has been treated as an expansive, multi-level system of mutually interactive socio-technical networks [25, 41]. Meanwhile, Schweik et al. studied OSS projects at scale on SourceForge and found governance structures to be generally informal and lean, with increased sophistication and formal rules as communities grew [78]. Similar findings are also echoed in O’Mahoney’s work on the Debian Linux community’s evolving governance [63]. Geiger et al. interpreted the complexity of OSS governance through the increasing labor involved from maintainers as projects scale [28]. Community-level analysis of Apache Incubator projects also found that more successful projects showed greater adoption and use of definitive rules and norms [104]. Heckmann et al.’s investigation of decision-making processes further found that in well-performing projects, developers and users participated more proactively in steering the course of the project [31].

Leadership is a crucial aspect of OSS governance, where developers with greater technical initiative, development prowess, and effective communication strategies generally emerge to fill administrative roles [33]. Analysis of decision episodes in communities found administrators to be critical drivers during the initial phases of a project [31]. Meanwhile, Atkinson specifically examined individual mentors of the Apache Incubator and found a significant correlation between who mentored a project and its odds of graduation [1]. Investigation of communities on SourceForge found that while a sizeable fraction (around 15-20%) of successful projects comprised a stable community with dedicated users, the rest showed rapid growth and were often led by a ‘benevolent dictator’ [79, 80].

Prior work has explored the challenges of OSS moderation. Qiu et al. designed interactive dashboards to help project maintainers track multiple metrics of community health and foster inclusive participation [71]. Attempts towards greater inclusiveness by enforcing community codes of conduct (CoCs) have often received limited engagement or been perceived as distractions from core
development priorities [48]. Several studies have focused on interactions within foundation-led communities. A qualitative cost-benefit analysis of Apache Incubator policies found that the implementation efforts and payoffs are evenly balanced between projects and the ASFI [82]. The implications of congruence/dissonance become particularly salient when it concerns software licensing. The rigor of the licensing requirements, including ASFI’s rights over individual contributions, has often seen varied reception and interpretation among OSS developers [67]. Sun’s introduction of changes in the Netbeans licensing scheme threatened the collapse of the very project [41]. Stringent terms set by corporations supporting gated OSS communities often turn away sincere contributors. Moreover, such formalization also restricts usage of the product, thus hindering developer engagement and community health [83].

While prior work has either focused on foundations or community dynamics, a limited number [104] have empirically treated the mutual interactions between practical operations and formal policies unraveling in real-time [66]. Moreover, they have generally focused on a particular aspect of governance, such as licensing, through case studies of a select number of projects. We attempt to capture the multifacetedness of OSS governance (including but not limited to licensing, trademarks, documentation, committees, voting, etc.) and study hundreds of mentored projects. Motivated by collective action theory and behavior in communities of practice, we proceed to investigate the governance behavior of OSS communities around formalization.

3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Institutional Polycentrism in Communities of Practice

In collective action research, institutions are defined as “… prescriptions that humans use to organize all forms of repetitive and structured interactions…” [65]. Therefore, for a collectively maintained resource such as an OSS community, governance includes all formal and informal rules for management and production, along with the mechanisms for such policy design, reform, and implementation. [54, 80].

OSS projects are essentially online communities of practice [7, 45, 64], where coordinated operations are expressed as routines. Routines comprise structured activities across project communities. These arise from informal rules, beliefs, cognitive scripts, and habitual conventions and translate into ‘repeated patterns of actions’ across appropriate settings [11, 47]. Routines include management, standard operating procedures, e.g., workflows, or experiential strategies encoded into everyday activities and associated interactions [17, 47, 61]. Community routines may not be only technical and may also emerge to coordinate developers through informal norms and social control [35, 52, 59]. For example, developers use their particular routines for managing and deploying builds, incorporating patches, testing, prioritizing issues, etc. Similarly, they also perform managerial routines for setting up committees, organizing conferences, and ratifying releases.

OSS governance lies on the spectrum between purely self-interest-driven individual action (“the invisible hand”) and intentional governance [18]. With the growing role of foundations and other support organizations, OSS governance is increasingly polycentric. Polycentricity refers to a condition where there are overlapping interests between multiple centers of authority, often manifested as multiple levels [42, 53, 54]. Formalized incubators like the ASFI establish systematically planned, overarching policies to coordinate and promote community engagement across all the diverse projects, which also have their own autonomy to establish and execute policy within the framework set by the foundation [7, 47]. ASFI policy introduces specific roles, offices, leadership responsibilities, processes, and protocols for articulating the many facets of managing an OSS project in the ASFI style. Within the framework provided by the ASFI and its parent ASF, project-level developer routines reflect how project-level governance builds from ASFI guidance to interpret ASFI rules and implement their own rules and norms, including codes of conduct and finer-grained policy.

Communities indeed exercise their autonomy to implement policy above and beyond ASFI policies. For example, while ASFI encourages projects to admit consistent contributors, the specific process and expected standards for admission are left to each project community itself. 1 For another example, ASFI does not dictate any specific code management protocol and allows projects to institute their own, which conventionally follow one of two approaches: review-then-commit (RTC), in which contributed code is reviewed by a project before it is formally committed to the repository, and commit-then-review (CTR). Consider the following email from Apache Netbeans dated 9/13/2017, excerpting deliberation among Netbeans developers as they discuss their options, clearly informed by the choices of other projects. This illustrates one among many instances of how a range of routine, governed activities emerge in a polycentric system from the coexisting governance structures and may bear varying degrees of influence and independence from the foundation.

Different ASF projects have different policies. The important part is that we should have a common understanding about our commit policy. there might e.g. be a branch for the next release where RTC (review then commit) is applied. That’s useful when preparing a release or for maintenance releases we still actively maintain. and beside that we might have a ‘future’ branch (e.g. on master) or multiple feature branches where CTR (commit then review) is standard. most ASF projects have the whole repo on cte...

As developers operate within the environment of ASFI’s policy, they are expected to increasingly signal their relationship and interdependence with the organization through their behavior, as observable in their discussions and actions [49, 50]. The influence of the foundation’s policies on a mentored project’s routine governed activities indicates how its governance is being internalized in the community. The more community members discuss policies and incorporate formal elements such as specific offices, requirements, or guidelines into all systematic governed activities, the more we can argue that members have internalized the ASFI formalization. This further motivates us to understand the impact of foundations on projects through policy internalization in conversations about sustained community practices.

1https://incubator.apache.org/guides/ppmc.html, accessed 02/18/24
4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Situated in the backdrop of OSS-foundation polycentricity, this section presents our research questions, which look at community governance and policy internalization across the different aspects of ASFI governance.

The formalization of governance in traditionally volunteer-driven communities has been a contentious theme. OSS pioneer Eric Raymond observed that the “number of hoops” or too many formalized procedures and rules may drive away skilled contributors [72, 78]. Extensive regulation may introduce additional requirements and necessitate performing more institutional obligations. Therefore, communities may be expected to show more governed activity in domains that are heavily policed, given their presumed importance in the ASFI ecosystem. As a result, we may expect a positive relation between the number of policies and the frequency of observed routine activities in a particular area of governance.

While there are concerns about redundant routines and organizational overheads, lack of regulation may cause individuals/communities to draw upon larger social and cultural constructs for predictability. Such “tyranny of structurelessness” may perpetuate broader social inequalities [24]. The idea of “green tape” encapsulates the potential of policy to provide clarity and certainty, focus organizational attention, and convey legitimacy [19]. Implications may also extend to OSS formalization, whereby extensive yet well-designed policies may streamline rather than divert developer efforts. Moreover, in governance domains where regulatory clarity is limited, greater project activity may become necessary to sustain development.

This brings us to RQ1, which explores how the focus of formal policy-making in OSS incubators is associated with the observed distribution of governed activities across different governance domains. We identify governance concerns/topics actively shared between the ASFI and its projects through policy documents and extensive mailing lists across 208 communities. Since foundation policies and community governance mutually structure the routine behavior of projects, we aggregate all similar activities concerning these governance topics from email conversations and examine their correlation with the topical distribution of ASFI policies.

RQ1: How does Incubator regulation relate to community-level governed activities across different governance topics?

Organizations engage in many functions, some of which are more critical than others. Institutions manifest through the practice of routines formalized by established rules [44]. Well-designed rules seek to reduce uncertainty and can act as formulaic precedents to replicate success across mentored projects [56], or at least help standardize the provision of ASFI’s resources. Hence, more important functions may be marked by a greater amount of policy to formalize behavior and may elicit greater internalization. Consequently, we might expect alignment between the amount of formal policy on a topic and how resulting policy prescriptions are internalized in practice.

On the other hand, activities and related exchanges in a topic may deliberate policy to only an extent, while their actual operations may reflect a marked departure or even be autonomous of formal structure [21, 95]. This may be especially true when certain institutional obligations are ceremonial or necessary to maintain affiliation with the ASFI but are less relevant in day-to-day development. If such is the case, the observable policy internalization among communities across different governance topics may not be correlated to the extent of policy overseeing the topic. Moreover, if policy extent is driven more by the complexity than the criticality of a governance subject, such may paradoxically generate a greater quantity of policy for its various cases and also less internalization, as practitioners take license from that very complexity to exercise greater discretion in how they execute.

RQ2 explores how the extent of policy-making among different governance topics relates to the formal policy internalization among projects. For all topical governed activities, we measure policy internalization in terms of how discourse about those activities in general semantically reflects the policies formalizing those activities. Finally, we examine how such internalization varies with the extent of regulation across topics.

RQ2: How do the levels of policy internalization in governed activities relate to ASFI policy extent across different topics?

For an Incubator program to realize its goals, it is important to assess the association between its governance and project outcomes. At the same time, it becomes equally important for aspiring communities to understand behavior associated with communities that succeed in Incubator programs, particularly the extent of community governance as well the impact of foundation governance on such operations.

ASFI lays down three primary criteria to determine if a project has potential and is capable of sustaining development: 1) there is community activity evidenced by at least two releases, 2) the releases are compliant with the Apache license, and 3) the communities demonstrate sufficient diversity, with committers drawn from at least three entities (companies, research groups, etc.) [23]. The remainder of the policies serve to help the project achieve those goals.

While RQ1 and RQ2 measure if there is a relationship between formal policy and community governance, RQ3 uses an externally valid measure of project outcomes to determine whether there should be a relationship, i.e., whether communities align governance focus or internalize policies in topics with more formal rules, in order to successfully realize their objectives. In particular, it examines if community governance efforts or the adoption of policies around formalization correlates to their graduation odds in the ASFI.

We pursue RQ3 through a project-level regression of all governed activities (frequency of structured, routine operations) among individual projects alongside the policy internalization among such operations (semantic similarity of governed activities to policies) against a binary measure of project success (graduation-retirement from the Incubator).

RQ3: How do governed activities and the extent of policy internalization relate to the success of projects?

5 DATA AND METHODS

5.1 Variables of Interest

5.1.1 Governance Measures. Philosophers of language such as Austin and Searle have long recognized that speech is action [2, 81]. This is particularly the case in online communities, where so much
action is remote interaction. We pursue two discursive measures of community governance from developer conversations in mailing lists, namely governed activity and internalization of policy. Traditionally public and open access, OSS mailing lists are key to collaboration as they promote transparent peer review [46] and solicit reciprocal contributions [67]. Unlike issue tracking and version control logs, these also contain exchanges beyond technical development, such as product planning, community management, ratification of major decisions, licensing, etc. Further, due to explicit ASF policies, all project activity is comprehensively archived across public mailing lists (“If it didn’t happen on the mailing list, it didn’t happen” [106]).

We described in Section 3 how routines reflect all prevailing governing norms among projects. We first identify the different governance concerns shared between projects and the Incubator by means of topic modeling of policies and conversations and represent the following two measures by project and governance topic:

**Governed Activity**: The total number of recurring or routine activities [11] about a governance topic, as discussed in a project’s mailing list. A higher presence of governed activity indicates greater governance efforts to structure and routinize community operations. For example, if a community establishes a norm for ratifying releases, future releases will likely follow the established schema. In ASF projects, such governance is a culmination of the foundation’s policies as well as the underlying codes and norms of the community developers. Recurring activities are aggregated over their textual similarity.

**Policy Internalization**: In the context of an institution, policies are prescriptions whose constituents are the specific actor(s), certain activities they are required to perform towards other entities and objects, under a particular context [15, 86]. As mentored projects integrate themselves into the foundation, their operations and discussions are expected to take after ASF policy by embedding the roles, responsibilities, and activities it defines into their own operations. Policy internalization reflects the extent to which activity in an institution is actually being structured by policy. Taking an assumption that one’s exchanges within an institution reflect their mental models of it [49, 50], this measures to what extent and in what manner activities are being mentally represented, and in that sense internalized, in the terms of what formal policy provides for them.

Semantic similarity is an assessment of meaningful and conceptual relationships between texts [43]. For a topical governed activity in a project, we measure policy internalization through its semantic similarity against policies within the respective topic.

**Policy Extent**: A foundation-level variable indicating the extent of ASF’s regulation across topics. It is represented as the frequency (count) of formal rules overseeing each governance topic, with higher values (number of rules) in a topic indicating greater ASF regulation.

### 5.1.2 Project Membership and Activity

Projects in ASF are diverse, and their governance and Incubator outcome may also be subject to community structure, activity levels, etc. Since we are interested in analyzing how governance behavior correlates to project sustainability, our analysis has to simultaneously control project attributes, such as community size and development intensity. We incorporate four suitable covariates in our analysis through community size (committers), number of commits, code base size (lines of code; LOC), and finally, the frequency of interaction among the project developers (developer emails) over mailing lists.

### 5.2 Datasets

We center our analysis of ASF governance through a set of 234 comprehensive policies, which were coded across the key ASF documents and guidelines [82]. These span multiple sources such as the official Apache Incubator Policy manual, the Community Guide, the Podling Project Management Committee (PPMC) Guide, the Apache Cookbook, the Mentorship Guide, the Graduation and Retirement Guides, and finally, the Release Management Guide.

In the ASF, project incubation lasts up to several months, followed by an assessment and a formal vote to decide on its graduation into ASF for continued support or retirement. Yin et al. scraped all mailing lists across 269 Apache projects from when they joined the Incubator and up to their last day in the ASF [106]. Since we solely focus on norms and activities within communities, we only retain the ‘dev’ (community developers) subdirectory emails across all projects. We exclude redundant content such as auto-generated emails for issues posted and resolved and other development-related notifications (JIRA, Github) through source address-based filtering. Periodic emails were also circulated by the Incubator Project Management Committees (IPMC) or project mentors, which were formal, administrative, and generally concerned with progress reporting. All such emails have a fixed format and were identified and filtered through string matching. This mitigated potential bias in measurements due to superficial policy content from the administration, as our subsequent analysis concerns governance-related behavior within and among community developers only.

For project-level covariates, we obtain commits, lines of code, and the number of active contributors. ASF projects use GitHub, Subversion, or a combination of both to maintain their codebase. Stănculescu et al. [89] extracted monthly performance metrics for 218 ASF projects through their incubation. However, the tooling infrastructure they developed only supported mining software metrics from Git repositories. Moreover, Yin et al. mined project mailing lists up to Jan 2021, including ones that were mostly SVN-based, while Stănculescu et al. span projects from March 2003 up to May 2021. Given these differences, we based our study only on those projects that are common to both datasets. This yielded 214 projects for which both project measures and email data were available.

Moreover, there were some differences in the way these data were collected. Yin collected data in time windows of 30 days, whereas the other dataset collected data on a monthly basis (calendar timestamps). To resolve this mismatch, we modified the collection timeline to a 30 days time window in the tool provided by Stănculescu et al. to match the time window in the dataset from Yin et al. and repeated the measurements for our variables of interest for these 214 projects.

### 5.3 Measurements

#### 5.3.1 Extracting activities

Routines have been studied at multiple levels, from the most nuclear activities to complete processes. The
most fundamental unit, the performance program [51, 69], is defined as a ‘chunk’ of scripted activity, generally a routine in itself or part of a larger process. To capture organizational routines from ASFI email discourses, email texts and policies were first tokenized into sentences through StanfordNLP’s Stanza library [70]. We next turn our attention to extracting different activities from within these sentences.

This serves several purposes. Firstly, most existing language models, including ones subsequently used, encounter complexity overheads and truncate long sentence inputs beyond a certain token sequence length. Secondly, sentences can be compound, conveying multiple activities with their specific context and possibly spanning different topics (Table 2). Therefore, decomposing sentences into granular units of analysis, like performance programs, allows depth and insight in subsequent analysis.

We decompose sentences while preserving their context. Context is important in understanding different routines and their place in the development ecosystem (E.g., ‘Projects issuing press releases’ vs. ‘Resolve issues that are release blockers’ or ‘Projects requesting Apache infrastructure’ vs. ‘Project Management Committee requesting progress report’). To attain fine-grained extraction of different activities and their context nested within sentences, we use semantic role labeling.

Semantic role labeling or SRL [30, 43] is an NLP task that extracts roles (actors, direct or indirect objects, etc.) associated with an action (verb) along with other modifiers from a sentence. Additionally, SRL also extracts constituents with contextual information such as the time of act, manner, direction, goal, purpose, cause, etc. [4].

The most fundamental unit, the performance program [51, 69], is defined as a ‘chunk’ of scripted activity, generally a routine in itself or part of a larger process. To capture organizational routines from ASFI email discourses, email texts and policies were first tokenized into sentences through StanfordNLP’s Stanza library [70]. We next turn our attention to extracting different activities from within these sentences.

This serves several purposes. Firstly, most existing language models, including ones subsequently used, encounter complexity overheads and truncate long sentence inputs beyond a certain token sequence length. Secondly, sentences can be compound, conveying multiple activities with their specific context and possibly spanning different topics (Table 2). Therefore, decomposing sentences into granular units of analysis, like performance programs, allows depth and insight in subsequent analysis.

We decompose sentences while preserving their context. Context is important in understanding different routines and their place in the development ecosystem (E.g., ‘Projects issuing press releases’ vs. ‘Resolve issues that are release blockers’ or ‘Projects requesting Apache infrastructure’ vs. ‘Project Management Committee requesting progress report’). To attain fine-grained extraction of different activities and their context nested within sentences, we use semantic role labeling.

Semantic role labeling or SRL [30, 43] is an NLP task that extracts roles (actors, direct or indirect objects, etc.) associated with an action (verb) along with other modifiers from a sentence. Additionally, SRL also extracts constituents with contextual information such as the time of act, manner, direction, goal, purpose, cause, etc. [4].

Original Policy:
‘After a vote has finished, the ipmc must send a notice email to the board and then wait for 72 hours before inviting the proposed member’

Semantic Role Parsing:
‘ARG0’: [‘the ipmc’], ‘ARGM-MOD’: [‘must’], ‘V’: [‘send’], ‘ARG1’: [‘a notice’], ‘ARGM-DIR’: [‘email’], ‘ARG2’: [‘to the board’], ‘ARGM-TMP’: [‘after a vote has finished’], ‘ARG1’: [‘the ipmc’], ‘ARGM-MOD’: [‘must’], ‘V’: [‘wait’], ‘ARGM-TMP’: [‘after a vote has finished’, ‘then’, ‘for 72 hours’, ‘before inviting the proposed member’]

Performance Programs (After reconstitution):
‘After a vote has finished the ipmc must send a notice email to the board’
‘After a vote has finished the ipmc must then wait for 72 hours before inviting the proposed member’

Table 1: Activities extracted from compound sentences through Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). ARG0 denotes agent, ARG1-ARG6 are direct/indirect objects, ARGM-MOD indicates modals, while ARGMTMP and ARGM-DIR are the temporal and directional arguments, respectively.

We chose a BERT-based [20] implementation of SRL [84] developed by AllenNLP [27] on the Propbank annotation scheme. The model holds a state-of-the-art performance on the English Propbank...
We were away from my computer starting Friday and through the New Year, so I won’t be able to do much to help if folks want to release 2.1 during that time (not even testing).’ (Apache Roller, 12/21/2005)

After SRL and reconstitution:
‘I’ll be away from my computer starting Friday and through the New Year’ (Schedules/Events)

I won’t be able to do much to help if folks want to release 2.1 during that time (not even testing)’
(Release Management)

Table 2: Capturing granularity: Sentences spanning multiple, thematically distinct operations. In this example, a developer shares their vacation timeline with the community in general while also discussing implications for a tentative release. Topics indicated for each activity are inferred as described in Section 5.3.3

(Newswire) as well as a test F1 score of 0.864 on the Ontonotes 5.0 dataset. We identify all possible semantic roles associated with each distinct verb from compound sentences. These SRL frames were reconstituted into distinct activities by reordering the semantic roles and all other contextual arguments for each verb along their relative positions from the original sentence. The 723,863 developer emails across the 214 projects generated 2,248,950 expressions of activities after email filtering (Section 5.2), sentence tokenization, and SRL-based parsing.

In governance research, rules are specified in terms of grammatical constituents representing the governing (committees, boards, etc.), the governed (e.g., committees), the activities they undertake, and the conditions they entail (e.g., voting before a release) [15]. Our policy reference data [82] comprised descriptive policies spanning multiple nested rules (Table 1). Therefore, SRL-based preprocessing was also extended to the policy documents, whereby the 234 policy descriptions from Sen et al. were parsed into 422 individual rules.

Finally, we conduct an additional preprocessing step. Developers often use mailing lists for technical discussions and clarifications. As a result, they often contain stack traces, logs, etc., which may be parsed as regular activities. We restrict our analysis to human-readable, standard English-language data, which can be compared and interpreted against governance policies such as those of ASFI. We detect and retain only English texts using a HuggingFace XLM-Roberta-base model [13] trained for language identification. This reduced the number of extracted activities to 2,029,691.

5.3.2 Governed Activities: Aggregating routines. As described in Section 3, routines are activities carried out time and again under specific circumstances [11]. Unlike well-documented formal policies, routines are more dynamic and span activities dictated by emerging norms and operational priorities. Hence, it is extremely challenging to comprehensively codify activities in a community and train models that can discriminate routine behavior from non-routine ones.

Importantly, we are interested in a pipeline that supports governance analysis across diverse online communities. Since routines are influenced by technological trends, the nature of the product, the specific community, utilities involved, etc., there may arise inaccuracies in inference when extending a supervised model specifically built on ASFI data to study behavior among other communities and foundations [85]. Therefore, based on theoretical definitions of our construct of interest (i.e., governed activities are routine or ‘recurring’ operations), we leverage alternative learning methods compatible with our goals. We hereby describe our approach to discovering routines as similar activities in email data through semi-supervised clustering.

We find similar (‘recurring’) activities through semantic similarity-based aggregation [74]. Popular approaches to semantic representations include word-level [58, 68], sentence-level [10, 14, 98], and more recently language model-based approaches which allow for more advanced representation learning for different semantic tasks. We use a general-purpose bi-encoder [74] pre-trained on a domain-relevant corpus from Stack Overflow [12], a question-answer platform specially used by software developers. We used the model to generate semantic embeddings for all the governed activities we extracted.

Next, for aggregating the encoded texts, we use BERTopic [29]. It supports hierarchical density-based clustering or HDBSCAN [55] for most bi-encoder model embeddings, followed by topic modeling of the inferred clusters. To train the clustering model, we uniformly sample 100,000 activities out of all the 2,029,691 activities previously extracted. Modeling activities across projects together allows for identifying and grouping them under a set of shared governance topics.

To cluster community activities intersecting with ASFI concerns, the 422 rules from ASFI policies are passed as seeds to BERTopic to initialize the embedding space. For best clustering results, we conducted hyperparameter tuning for BERTopic’s HDBSCAN over the density-based clustering validity (DBCV) metric [60]. We conduct a thorough grid search over several hyperparameters for the optimal training configuration and retain the model with the best relative DBCV score (0.32 on a scale of -1 to +1). Details of the process are provided in the Appendix B.

5.3.3 Topic modeling of governed activities. BERTopic finally conducts cTF-IDF, an adaptation of TF-IDF [77], across the dense clusters of governed activities to select their most representative words. We use these words to identify appropriate themes among the clusters. Topic coherence metrics [75] supported by Gensim [73] evaluate topic modeling performance on a scale of 0 to 1. Our final model shows a topic coherence C₀ of 0.683, indicating strong coherence between the content of the topics and the representative words. Details on the C₀ metric and its interpretation are included in the Appendix B.

Of the 422 rules parsed out of the 234 policies, 106 of these were not found to be related to any significant cluster of activities and were disregarded as topical outliers by BERTopic. Around a third of all activities were also excluded as non-routine outliers. A total of 211 topic clusters were discovered among the non-outlier activities, among which 42 were identified as common between the 316 ASFI rules and email activities. Around 493,008 activities were found to belong under these 42 governance topics, i.e., topics associated with at least one ASFI rule. Final topic label assignments were deduced...
based on the assigned policies, activities, and top keywords from each topic, and overall domain knowledge of the ASFI. Detailed descriptions for these topics are provided in the Appendix C.

5.3.4 Measuring institutional internalization. Policies address an important subset of organizational possibilities, and any institution will have a large degree of overlap between the activities governed by policy and those that are performed by participants. However, assessing qualities of this overlap, such as divergences between policy and practice, is traditionally difficult. For governed activities under any ASFI governance topic, we measure the extent to which they reflect policies overseeing the respective topic.

Prior work has studied enculturation and employee exit by treating individuals’ linguistic divergences as a measure of cultural fit in organizations [87]. This depends on basic assumptions of cognitive science that the words people use to describe something are a reflection of their mental representation of such. Hence, a change in word usage reflects a change in representation, and entities with similar usage have similar mental representations [34, 96]. While Srivastava et al. compare the speech of high- and low-power members of the organization, we take on the more difficult task of crossing modalities and comparing the speech of members about work activities to the policy texts governing them. This required improvements in methodology, from computing lexicon-based similarity to conceptual similarity through semantics.

Measured on a continuous scale, semantic similarity is a comprehensive measure that accounts for not just words present in texts but the overall meaning they convey together. Developers, besides discussing policies in form, also act and discuss policy aspects situated in their practical circumstances. Therefore, semantic similarity can be employed to quantify levels of internalization around the constituents of policies among observed activities based on how they invoke roles, designate responsibilities, and introduce requirements by formalization. This is important in order to represent graded changes in behavior along the rates of institutional diffusion [88]. For example, observations that a group of developers discussing software releases will, over time, increasingly use words and constructs as they are employed in ASFI software release policies are important to record how institutions are gradually internalized. The lowest values of internalization are assigned to activities that have little in common with the constituents or overarching context of a policy. Moreover, the semantic similarity task is designed in a way to be able to detect negation within texts with similar contexts [9, 99]. Consequently, it is able to interpret activities that are situated in the same formal contexts and dwelling on the same policy concerns as compliant activities but are contradictory to policy and assign them relatively lower values of internalization.

Cross-encoders and poly-encoders are standard language model architectures that treat sentences or text to be compared as simultaneous inputs and apply attention [94] over them jointly for semantic comparison [36, 74]. Bi-encoders and cross-encoders are often used together for information retrieval and text ranking. While bi-encoders can encode individual sentences to support high-level clustering over large sets of text, cross-encoders are suitable for more precise, pairwise comparison between smaller sets of texts [91].

We use a DistilRoBERTa-base cross-encoder [92] from Hugging-face, which rates text pairs on a continuous scale of 0 to 1, with higher scores indicating greater similarity. The model demonstrated a Spearman rank correlation of 0.87 with respect to the human-annotated scores from the STS text similarity benchmark [9]. Using this cross-encoder, we compare every governed activity against all the rules assigned to the same governance topic to find the ones it resembles most closely through the maximum pairwise semantic match. The mutual semantic similarity score between a governed activity and the closest policy is used to represent the speaker’s internalization of ASFI formalism through the activity’s relatedness to policy. Through this method, we obtain internalization scores for all the 493,008 governed activities under each of the 42 governance topics.

Table. 3 provides illustrative examples of how we evaluate the practical observance of policies in developer behavior along the dimensions of entities, objects, activities, and associated conditions described in formal policies. We look at governed activities and their closest policy match from some of the most highly regulated (PPMC, Emails, and ASF/Contributor License) and high activity (Releases, Issues) topics. Internalization is high for activities that communicate the same concept as a policy. It becomes lower depending on the manner in which developers reinterpret or act with respect to the stated policy. E.g., in Email Communication, Apache Essex enforces mailing lists for all-inclusive deliberations in the Incubator beyond simply development. In the topic ‘Release Management’, where policies require legal conformity for an Apache release, we see a developer clarifying whether there are additional technical standards as well. In Apache Foundation/Contributor License, we see activities that are compliant with those described in ASFI policies on release ratification. One of the activities in ‘Issues’ depicts how developers incrementally work with disclaimers and associated artifacts toward legal compliance over incubation. As expected, we also observe low internalization for activities that are contrary to or critical of a policy, for e.g., prioritizing graduation over release, unvoted artifacts or even questioning the decisions of the PPMC governing body.

Internalization decreases significantly as activities have increasingly less in common with the specifications of a policy. E.g. some communities use a particular mailing list management norm to redirect between lists (‘Email Communications’), a practice that ASF policies on email communications do not speak to. Activities around describing issues, troubleshooting, and discussing solutions span institutional and technical concerns. Several of these deal with niche technical instances not addressed by policy and, therefore, have low internalization. The activity in ‘Issues’ with the lowest internalization score describes a persisting issue with a specific component, thus differing from the policy in terms of both the issue-related activity (successful issue resolution) and the type of issue (development than licensing) it depicts.

We converged upon semantic similarity following an extensive review of NLP methods that can realize our construct operationalization. Natural language entailment [6, 100] was the closest other semantic subtask that could be potentially used to determine whether an observed activity was in agreement/disagreement with policies. Such binary operationalizations were, however, found to be insufficient to account for the drift between formally articulated statements (framed policies) and informal, practical discourse (conversations) or grade rates of formalization in activities and were thus inadequate for representing internalization as we define it.
5.4 Analysis

RQ1 and RQ2 pursue an ASFI-level exploratory analysis of our governance measures along the policy extent. RQ1 compares the proportions of ASFI rules (level of regulation) and project-level governed activity across the topics, while RQ2 follows up by assessing the distribution of ASFI policy internalization in activities. Finally, for RQ3, we examine governance behavior among projects against their graduation or retirement from incubation. We set the significance level of our analysis at the standard $p < 0.05$.

While we evaluated governance measures for the 214 projects common between the email [106] and the project performance datasets [89], six projects were further dropped prior to all analysis as the metrics tool [89] could not reliably measure all their commit history. Therefore, we perform our analysis and report our findings on 475,546 governed activities from 208 projects across the 42 ASFI governance topics.

5.4.1 RQ1: How does incubator regulation relate to community-level governed activities across different governance topics? As described in Section 4, we focus our analysis on governance topics shared between the ASFI and its mentored projects. We provide a comparative visualization (Figure. 2) and evaluate the Pearson correlation between the ASFI’s policy extent through the 316 rules assigned to 42 governance topics against the distribution of governed activity along the same topics.

5.4.2 RQ2: How do the levels of policy internalization in governed activities relate to ASFI policy extent across different topics? Higher mean internalization scores indicate that in a particular topic, the...
Figure 2: Left: ASFI policy extent as the normalized distribution of 316 rules over the 42 governance topics they represent. Right: Normalized distribution of 475,546 governed activities from 208 projects across the same topics. Governed activity was not found to be significantly correlated to policy extent.

projects’ practiced routines are more framed by formalized Incubator policy. To explore RQ2, we additionally examine the distribution of internalization scores of governed activities conditioned on governance topics (Figure. 3) and evaluate the Pearson correlation between the topic-wise policy extent and mean internalization scores across topics.

5.4.3 RQ3: How do governed activities and extent of policy internalization relate to the success of projects? We fit a binomial generalized linear model (GLM) of project-level measurements of governance as well as the covariates against their respective incubation outcome. We conduct our analysis through the GLM suite (regression, multicollinearity check, and validation of assumptions) supported by the statsmodel package in Python. LASSO-based variable selection is conducted prior to regression and inference, for which we use the group-lasso Python package.

ASFI strives to build meritocratic communities and assesses its projects’ performance throughout the incubation time frame. As membership and activity levels undergo constant changes in OSS, we average the monthly measures of active committers, developer emails, and commit activity to capture their sustained levels. The code base variable was represented as the net size of the project repository in terms of overall lines of code (LOC) written by the project while in ASFI. Prior work on ASFI has shown that successful projects tend to graduate early [104], so we incorporate the total number of months spent by the project in the Incubator as one of the covariates. Similarly, to adapt the governance measures we represent governed activity through the total number of routine activities observed in a project during incubation across the
mailing list. The overall policy internalization along a governance topic in every project was similarly evaluated by averaging the scores across all the governed activities. The resulting number of predictors was 89, including five covariates and the two distinct governance measures from each of the 42 topics.

Certain project mailing lists did not reflect governed activity under some of the topics, making the governed activity of that topic equal to 0. There are 54 projects with 0 observed governed activity in at least one topic. Rather than dropping those observations entirely, we retained them in a way that minimizes information added to the system through the imputation procedure but allows us to retain the information in the non-missing variables: unmeasured internalization scores were filled through iterative round-robin imputing supported by the Python package Sklearn. This method of imputation, a pythonic implementation of MICE [93], is unbiased relative to other choices we could have made, such as assigning 0.

Project-level covariates (committers, emails, codebase, and commit activity), as well as governed activity for every topic, were log-scaled to address skew and to facilitate comparison along the scale of different projects. Subsequently, all variables were standardized through z-score standardization. We then addressed multi-collinearity by removing all variables with Variance Inflation Factors > 5. We then performed a logistic LASSO-based variable selection over 5-fold cross-validation and hyperparameter tuning over

---

1The model was run with list-wise deletion for all projects with at least 1 missing value, and the only difference was a change of the sign for the number of commits, an effect for which we have low confidence in all our models. We further repeated the analysis without 5 topics with more than 10% missing entries. We did not observe major changes in effects (size, direction) and significance.
the log loss. After multicollinearity tests and variable selection, we have a reduced set of 11 significant predictors. We construct nested linear regressions, whereby we fit four models to assess the contribution from different groups of variables (Table 4). These are the “baseline” models with only covariates as predictors (M1), a second model adding topical governed activity variables to the baseline (M2), a third model adding only policy internalization variables to the baseline (M3), and the final full model including all three groups of variables: baseline covariates, governance activity, and policy internalization measures (M4). For every model, we additionally checked for outlier influence using Cook’s distance and found no data points with extreme leverage (D > 1). The assumptions of log odds linearity were validated using the Box-Tidwell test, whereby no interaction terms $x \times \log(x)$ were found to be significant. We observe that the predictive efficiency and fit of the models improve with step-wise addition of governance variables, a reassuring sign of valid model construction across the three types of variables. The full model M4 was found to be the most parsimonious ($\Delta$AIC = 23.05 with second-best model) with goodness of fit at 0.648 (Tjur’s pseudo-$R^2$). Further, it showed a weighted F1 score and accuracy of 93.6% and 93.7%, respectively. We hereby report our findings based on M4.

6 FINDINGS

Results from RQ1 (Figure 2) show that overall, policy extent has no significant correlation with the frequency of governed activities observed across topics. The Pearson correlation between the topical distributions of policy extent and governed activity was found to be 0.23 ($p = 0.13$), indicating that how communities perform governed activities across topics is uncorrelated with the amount of policy structuring those topics. Hence, substantial differences prevail between the formal policy-making attention of the ASFI and community governance actually enacted by projects. Yet through RQ2 (Figure 3), we also find that topics with higher policy extent see greater policy internalization with the Pearson correlation between the topic-wise policy extent and mean internalization scores being 0.744 ($p = 0.001$). This indicates generally greater internalization with increasing policy extent. In other words, areas of governance that receive more attention in formal policy also tend to be enacted by participants in a way closely related to the policy descriptions. Therefore, while project governance efforts and ensuing governed activities do not mirror the distribution of policy across governance topics, the internalization of policies is highly correlated with how much formal policy governs that topic.

In RQ3, we test our governance constructs against project outcomes (Table 4). Factors that correlate positively with a project’s chance of graduating include greater internalization of policies related to ‘Project configuration’, ‘Graduation requirements/Maturity Model’, and ‘Voting protocol/Timeline.’ Moreover, projects that govern patch-handling activities, i.e., more governed activity in ‘Quotes’, are associated with higher graduation odds. On the other hand, factors that correlate negatively with successful graduation include high internalization of ‘Project Wiki’ and a higher volume of governed activity on Incubator reporting.

We observe that neither governed activity around nor internalization of the five most highly regulated topics (those on committees, licensing, email communications, and releases) predicts project success. In fact, project success seems to be correlated mostly with the internalization of policies that receive little attention in formal policy. This further complements our overall finding that projects do not run how they say they run and suggests that formal policies may not present the full picture of how communities govern to sustain themselves.

Our primary analysis is correlational and not causal. This is important to emphasize because our findings for the ‘Graduation Requirements’ topics are probably a spurious but encouraging validity check: it is likely that the act of a project graduating and conducting necessary protocols explains the positive effect of internalization of graduation policies. Similarly, ‘Project Wiki’ is composed of a policy that is only activated once the Incubator has voted to retire a project. The most likely explanation for its negative effect is that project retirement is causing policy enactment, not the other way around.

To check model robustness and probe some unidirectional interpretations, we perform a post-hoc analysis where we repeat all experiments with a modified policy dataset that excludes these confounding end-of-incubation-related policies that happen after a determination of graduation or retirement has been made. We focus this robustness analysis exclusively on policies that are relevant to the active incubation and growth phase of ASFI projects. Therefore, we removed 34 out of the 234 policies that are generally applicable for projects post-graduation/retirement or only at the terminal stage of incubation (graduation vote, transferring trademarks, or ceremonial protocols of graduation/retirement, etc.). For RQ1 and RQ2, we once again retain the previously observed trend, or lack thereof, between policy extent, governed activity, and internalization. For RQ3, we retain significant effects from three out of the six variables that stood out in our original analysis. These include “Quotes” (governed activity), “Incubator Reporting” (governed activity), and “Voting Protocols/Timeline” (internalization). As expected, we no longer observe the significant effect associated with ‘Graduation requirements’, which comprised several policies (now removed) closely related to the graduation event, while ‘Project Wiki’, which treated post-retirement project wrap-up, was not among the topics inferred from the reduced set of policies. Lastly, internalization from the topic ‘Project Configuration’, which contains policies on using ASFI infrastructure, does not exert a significant influence on project outcomes. We elaborate and interpret our findings through observations supported by both the primary and supplementary analyses. Details about the supplementary analysis are provided in the Appendix. A. Table 5 provides examples of governed activities and policies for these three topics.

Domain knowledge of the ASF Incubator can help us further contextualize the results from RQ3 (Table 4). Democratic communities and consensus building are encoded in ASFI’s functioning (‘The Apache Way’) and are a hallmark of the OSS movement generally. ASFI requires project-level voting for approving releases, appointing members to the project PMC, admitting committers, etc. Observation of ASFI’s standard voting procedures likely indicates acceptance and shared understanding of established protocol for soliciting consensus in decision-making. Projects that have high internalization of policies regarding “Voting protocol/Timeline” are
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Covariates Only</th>
<th>Covariates &amp; Governed Activity</th>
<th>Covariates &amp; Internalization</th>
<th>All Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.490</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.032</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committers²</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commits²</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer Emails²</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubation time¹</td>
<td>-0.518</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-0.181</td>
<td>0.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubator Reporting²</td>
<td>-1.210</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-1.927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patches²</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Configuration¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Handling¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Wiki¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Protocol/Timeline¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Requirements/Maturity Model¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 208
R² (Tjur): 0.258
R² (Tjur): 0.360
R² (Tjur): 0.486
R² (Tjur): 0.648

AIC: 139.91
AIC: 124.96
AIC: 113.34
AIC: 90.29

Table 4: Summary: Binomial (Logit) GLM regression of project governance against Graduation/Retirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Voting Timeline</th>
<th>Policy:</th>
<th>'A majority vote lasts at least 72 hours'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governed Activity:</td>
<td>Internalization:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This vote is open for at least 72 hours (Falcon, 2014-11-05)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided there are no -1s this vote will be open for 72(+) hours (Abdera, 2008-03-25)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The vote will run for at least 120 hours. (Hawq, 2017-04-01)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Incubator Reporting</th>
<th>Policy:</th>
<th>'Projects shall report monthly for their first three months after that quarterly'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governed Activity:</td>
<td>Internalization:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New projects need to report monthly for the first three months then quarterly after that. (Impala, 2016-02-10)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We already submitted 3 reports. (Lucy, 2010-11-01)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We missed a report for one month (CouchDB, 2008-04-03)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Patches</th>
<th>Policy:</th>
<th>'Promptly reviewing patches or pull requests is essential'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governed Activity:</td>
<td>Internalization:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing the patches in a timely manner is key. (Wookie, 2009-11-12)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just wanted to check how you are progressing on the patch update, following comments by myself and [NAME] (Derby, 2005-03-11)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing all updates on the website causing the contributor patches to be watered-down/less visible. (Jspwiki, 2013-03-31)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Examples of governed activities from the main effects in RQ3. 'Voting timeline' contains the important ASF-wide standard practice of allowing a minimum of 72 hours for any majority vote. Compliant voting events result in high internalization. Voting may sometimes be suspended before the announced 72 hours in case of a single veto. Reasons for votes longer than the usual 72 hours include community activity levels or major holidays. 'Incubation Reporting' includes discussions around preparing status reports for the ASFI board, while 'Patches' captures a range of operations around reviewing and managing patches.

successfully hosting and running those votes according to ASFI requirements and mobilizing community participation along standard and accepted timeframes.

We find a large negative relationship between the frequency of activities around "Incubator reporting" and the likelihood of graduation. We further investigate and find that projects generally discuss and work on reports only when they are due, except when

they 1. miss a deadline and are assigned a new report date, 2. need to keep working to resolve issues in a submitted report, 3. are struggling and asked to report more often.²

²https://incubator.apache.org/guides/ppmc.html#podling_status_reports, accessed 02/17/2024
Projects often lag in reporting when their development stalls and the community is struggling. In such a situation, the ASFI intervenes actively and necessitates more efforts to motivate the projects to meet standards and resume compliance with Incubator requirements. Therefore, the effect is likely associated with struggling projects and how the Incubator interacts with them. If this interpretation holds, the mechanism for our correlative findings is that an outside factor (‘struggling project’) is driving both the independent variable (more reporting) and the dependent (reduced graduation chances).

7 DISCUSSION

Our goal was to investigate the relationship between formal policies overseeing OSS communities and their actual self-organizing tendencies. OSS–supporting foundations create policies to encode their concerns and priorities. ASFI introduces formal hierarchies through various offices and committees to organize traditionally free-form OSS communities. They also include requirements to ensure standards of development and conduct among projects.

Governed activities or routine operations indicate the extent of community governance. Structured activities along a governance topic indicate how developers coordinate and conduct the bulk of their activities from their underlying beliefs and current needs. Therefore, more governed activities are expected as a community seeks to structure and routinize more of its operations.

As communities undergo formalization, their governance may be expected to reflect their overarching policy focus. The conventional perception of OSS formalization anticipates more institutional formalities and obligations (Section 4). This may be observed as increasing community attention on domains on which ASFI sets more rules and routine activity from such structuring. RQ1 tests whether the attention of community governance, as observed through their routine activities, aligns with that of formal policies across shared governance domains.

While governed activities reflect the extent of community governance across topics, we are also interested in how communities align formal rules and actual governance behaviors. In their efforts to structure activities, projects may choose formal policies, implement their own norms, or a combination of both (Section 3). RQ2 further examines if the extent of formal regulation is related to how community governance integrates them, as observable through the policy internalization of governed activities.

Our results from RQ1 (Figure 2) indicate that the extent of ASFI’s regulation does not, in general, seem to increase the intensity of “on-the-ground” governed operations proportionally. At the same time, our findings from RQ2 (Figure 3) suggest that through extensive policy-making along specific concerns, the ASFI succeeds in using policy to orient community governance, which shows up through policy internalization in governed activity along domains with more extensively defined policies.

We reconcile the implications of the two approaches to understanding formalization. RQ1 dwells on convergence and divergence in the ASFI’s community governance efforts, i.e., formulating, establishing, and implementing rules and norms to structure activities. Meanwhile, RQ2 examines the extent to which community governance incorporates the ASFI’s formal policies: literally how much communities internalize a formal policy’s framing of a governance issue. The positive correlation between internalization and policy extent likely indicates that certain governance topics that are extensively codified considerably structured governed activity. Yet results from RQ1 indicate that highly formalized governance topics elicit relatively less or no more governance effort from communities as compared to those where fewer formal rules exist. In fact, in several crucial topics with limited regulation, projects exert substantial governance effort to sustain operations. The takeaway is that the effect of more formalization in policy seems to be reflected less in the volume of governance activity it spurs and more in how closely that activity hews to prescribed standards.

The ASFI’s policy coverage is largely administrative and outlines appropriate protocols for governance concerns it deems important. Consequently, when projects engage in highly regulated domains, they respect and internalize such specifications. Therefore, while the focus of policy-making may not be reflected in the regular governance concerns of developers, policies still act as a layer of fundamental governance that is seamlessly integrated into communities. Simply put, developers respect policies that are evidently important and extensively specified, but they are also faced with other concerns beyond those where ASFI largely institutes policies.

The ASFI’s policies show relatively less attention to the technical aspects that constitute communities’ most governed activities (issues/patches, artifacts, etc.), suggesting that the foundation defers to the discretion and objectives of developers on these subjects. The generally lower policy internalization along core development concerns may also be explained by the observation that the existing technical regulations are general recommendations rather than specific guidelines. Hence, we see considerable governed activity along some of these (‘issues’/’patches’/’builds’), reflecting project efforts to coordinate fluid communities, channel their contributions, adapt to emerging technologies, and meet release targets.

RQ3 examines the association of self-governance and internalization of foundation policies with the objective success of projects (Table 4). It is based on the implicit assumption that projects will perform governance and adopt policies in a manner that helps them attain their objective, which is to graduate from the Incubator. The Incubator assesses projects based on the diversification of the community and the capability to produce compliant software. Interestingly, governance behavior around the more highly regulated governance topics does not stand out as a significant discriminant between graduated and retired projects.

Foundation policies may play a role in furthering development, facilitating coordination, and fostering consensus among communities, as analyses showed positive associations between internalization of voting timelines and odds of graduation. We also find some evidence that community initiative in less regulated governance areas supports project sustainability. Projects that coordinate submission and incorporation of patches more often are both building their community and improving their product, making them more likely to graduate. Such projects were likely able to step up to the limited presence of technical guidelines or recommendations from the ASFI by instituting their own routines to sustain development.

We have one significant finding around a highly regulated topic: Incubator reporting. We found a negative association between levels of governed activity around Incubator reporting and the odds
of graduation. Reporting to the Apache Incubator is intended to motivate project performance as well as track their progress [105]. Therefore, it is interesting that more formalization is associated with a reduced likelihood of graduation for a highly regulated topic. We further explain that this effect from Incubator reporting likely does not imply a straightforward causal relation between formalization and success. It often presents a delicate situation for already struggling projects, as they are compelled to focus on implementing formal policy. This has sometimes proven to be especially burdensome for small projects. Apache Gossip is such an example, where the small community struggled with the overhead of implementing the regular reporting protocols set by the ASFI and was eventually retired [37].

All in all, communities in the ASFI are bound by its requirements, especially in domains that elicit a greater volume of formalization. At the same time, their actual governance concentrates on aspects distinct from the ones in which ASFI regulates the most. Importantly, we find limited support for the argument that projects should embrace prevailing models of OSS formalization, be it in terms of aligning governance focus or internalizing policies in more regulated topics, to successfully realize their objectives. Therefore, written formal policies from OSS communities may not be a comprehensive account of how their actual governance unfolds.

8 CONTRIBUTIONS

8.1 Practitioner Recommendations

Some of the chief takeaways from this study, for practitioners in technology policy in general and OSS in particular, are the joint importance of community-level coordination and formal organizing by foundations. Our findings indicate a seeming incongruence between the extent of regulation and operational activities reflected by the volume of governance discourse across topics. At the same time, more regulation also sees increased internalization among projects, thus standardizing their operations. Therefore, the strength of the foundation’s position on a policy can be effectively communicated to projects through policy documents. This should not be taken to imply that foundations should endeavor to maximize internalization through increases in policy length, as more internalization and standardization are not necessarily always good (and, more fundamentally, this work does not establish the direction of their relationship). Rather, our findings should encourage them to create more comprehensive policies on topics that most reflect their priorities.

Foundations may increase congruence between policy-making and operational priorities by actively soliciting feedback from mentored projects in designing their governance. They may benefit from examining the practical interpretations of formal policies to identify governance domains that may require more policy-making or even revise existing policies to serve mentored projects better. While ASFI/ASF strives towards democratic, community-first ideals, such participation may not yet be prevalent across all OSS support organizations. With a governance system informed by the low-level daily experiences of developers, a foundation enjoys the legitimacy of its membership while promoting sustained production of quality digital public goods.

Our results indicate a positive relationship between internalization of voting timelines and graduation rates. Projects call votes to ratify releases, add new committers, elect members of management committees, and graduate or retire from the Incubator. Voting is thus an integral mechanism among the consensus-driven democratic communities of the ASFI and high internalization of voting timelines means that projects strictly follow an established pattern for major processes. Projects are, hence, expected to be successful when they establish and strictly follow guidelines that mobilize participation in a timely order and facilitate distributed decision-making.

Project success is also related to the extent of governed activity in less formalized aspects, such as patch management. Communities are encouraged to set up self-governance mechanisms to coordinate contributions and incorporate appropriate corrections and enhancements. Such systematic measures are expected to improve product quality, user base, and overall project viability.

Periodic status reports are a key tool for both foundations and the projects within them. These reports allow foundations to ensure their projects are conforming with their policies and also provide an opportunity for projects to signal a need for additional mentorship or attention. Our results indicate a negative relationship between activity expended in reporting and graduation rates. Reporting introduces additional tasks for projects as they assign responsibilities, gather information across the community to fill in updates, and coordinate reviews through the mentors/designated committees (PPMC in the case of ASFI) and may be too costly for volunteer communities in terms of time and effort. Foundations may benefit from evaluating the efficacy of such reporting protocols as they are currently observed and suitably adjust the process (e.g., reporting frequency, accommodations for missed reports, etc.) to streamline developer efforts while also tracking their progress and offering them mentorship when it will be most beneficial.

8.2 Further Work

Our work opens up multiple research questions in pragmatic and principled governance design for socio-technical systems in general and OSS in particular. Future work in community-focused governance may explore established policies and discussions about them in foundations besides the ASFI, allowing us to generalize or understand nuances across different formal governance systems in OSS. This could also be expanded qualitatively. Systematic interviews with foundation-affiliated or independent project contributors on salient policy aspects can help probe causal connections between governance-related functions and project sustenance. Automated approaches in conversation-based behavioral analysis can be further augmented with the richness of qualitative insight. Language modeling-based NLP tasks may aid in the extraction of relevant developer exchanges, while focused analysis of the same by domain experts may reveal valuable insight into conditions and policies that see reinterpretation or divergence, and the manner or extent of such events. Such studies hold immense potential in advancing and informing practical initiatives in OSS governance.

Through our research questions, we uncover the full spectrum of themes represented by ASFI policies and the relative policy-making focus across them. Understanding why and how often
policy is instituted for different aspects of community management is integral to informing governance design for projects at large. We encourage researchers to explore differences and similarities between different foundations in terms of the projects they support, the types of policies they enact, and the concerns they address.

Research on governance design can be extended beyond foundations to investigate the dynamics among cases of emergent, bottom-up formalization. Researchers may examine relationships between policy and operations among independent communities with documented governance systems (e.g., GOV.md policy files [103] or codes of conduct [48]) set up and run by developers instead of organizations. This further allows us to understand OSS governance and outcomes among the majority of projects running in the absence of centralized, foundation-driven mechanisms.

9 THREATS AND VALIDITY

Our findings may carry specific implications for Apache community members or the OSS ecosystem in general. However, we advise practitioners to exercise sufficient insight in interpreting our study and enacting policy reforms situated in the needs and objectives of their specific foundations/projects. This particularly applies to some effects in our findings, like Incubator reporting, which may not have a direct causal interpretation. Similarly, while our findings suggest that policy internalization around scheduled voting correlates with project graduation from the ASFI, directed focus on voting-related policy-making may not benefit all projects or foundations. Future replication across more organizations is hoped to enrich OSS governance research with more general insights.

For the purposes of our study, we treat ASFI’s standards for graduation as an evaluation of OSS success and viability. The ASFI’s stated objectives and standards provide a well-rounded criteria to assess the relation of governance behavior with viable and sustainable communities (Section 4). It should be noted, however, that projects sometimes have varied reasons for choosing to graduate or discontinuing incubation, varied enough to cast doubt on simplistic associations of “graduation” with “success” and “retirement” with “failure”. Reasons include but are not limited to their sense of cultural fit or need for ASF’s specific portfolio of support servers. Therefore ASFI graduation, while considered a respected and tested model of evaluation, may not generalize to a conclusive metric of OSS success.

Our work is based on large public mailing lists. While these are the central communication channels in the ASFI, projects also maintain private lists reserved for certain more sensitive project businesses, including committee voting, etc. These are restricted from public access and are currently beyond our scope. ASFI leadership discourages the use of these lists as much as possible, and they are typically only used for “personnel” matters, such as if a contributor is breaking a project’s code of conduct or to vote in new committees.

Our study rests on information extracted by semi-supervised learning. The choice of semi-supervised learning was largely motivated by our constructs (Section 5.3), the limits of supervised learning, and, most importantly, to facilitate scalable organizational insight. Unsupervised/semi-supervised methods have known limitations and may require specialized approaches and metrics to validate. We tuned the performance of our clustering models with established measures such as clustering validity and NPMI-based topic coherence (Appendix B). Moreover, the very high values of $R^2$ that we report for our models are an encouraging sign that these constructs are credibly capturing important aspects of project governance activity.

We named the resulting topic clusters by examining the most frequently used words in them, activities, and the policies to which they were assigned. This qualitatively distills the essence of the clusters and makes it possible for us to interpret them for purposes of downstream analyses. Therefore, interpretations of topics and associated effects may vary across researchers. Through further checks, we find that the topics found in the main and supplementary analysis are largely even if not perfectly identified (Appendix A.2).

While we used domain-adapted language models whenever available, some tasks like semantic role labeling and semantic similarity scoring were more specialized, with limited models and datasets available. Annotating training data consistent with benchmark datasets is complicated for such tasks and limits the scope of the methodology for replicating results. In such cases, we used models trained on standardized benchmark datasets [9, 97], and our subjective review of resulting measurements confirmed their performance as consistent with our constructs.

Certain project mailing lists did not reflect governed activity under all of the 42 different governance topics. This could be attributed to the extent of engagement or varied priorities across projects. For example, resource object management routines are likely exclusive to Java-based projects. Moreover, the cluster-size hyperparameter from HDBSCAN sets a lower threshold on how frequent an activity needs to be in order to be considered a cluster. While this captures the more prevalent developer practices, it may result in certain less frequent activities among projects being treated as outliers.

In section 5.3, we explain the computing overheads and limits on input size for transformer-based language models. This often caused the exclusion of broader context from social interactions [104]. We encountered a few cases in our dataset where extensive policies with multiple nested or bulleted conditions were truncated during intermediate preprocessing or parsing stages. Ongoing efforts at supporting longer context windows [90] for representation learning should expand the scope of language models for discourse analysis.

10 CONCLUSION

Open source software projects join foundations like the Apache Software Foundation despite the “anti-regulatory” tendency of many OSS developers. They do so because the standardized, streamlined governance systems that foundations operate provide clarity, best practices, mentorship, economies of scale, and lower administrative overhead. Yet OSS projects may simultaneously find themselves benefiting from formal structure and/or constrained by it to varying degrees.

While it is a widely accepted truism that governance in practice often differs from governance in form, it has been a challenge to demonstrate this at scale and determine the manner in which formal depictions and ground behavior diverge. Articulating fundamental questions about governance practices through NLP methods, particularly language modeling, enables us to quantify the governance
behavior of projects, including how they govern themselves and internalize formal policy. We find that while OSS communities are generally framed by formal regulations, they focus their practical governance efforts in a manner distant from the thrust of formal policy-making. Furthermore, their governance behavior around highly formalized concerns seems to have little bearing on their rates of success and sustainability. What stands out is the adaptability of their governance efforts as well as their internalization of policy around relatively less regulated topics. In conclusion, a comprehensive understanding of peer production and other types of collective action must account for an institution’s formal structure, actual governance practice, and the effective structures that emerge from their interaction, which we measure at scale.
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In 2007, to prevent the emergence of coordination problems, a new software project was initiated. The project aimed to create a flexible and scalable platform for software development. This platform, called the Open Source Software Development (OSSD) project, was designed to support collaborative software development and to encourage open-source contributions. The OSSD project was led by a team of software developers from various universities and research institutions.

The OSSD project was funded by several organizations, including the National Science Foundation and the European Commission. The project received significant media coverage and was featured in several publications, including the Journal of Open Source Software. The project's success led to the establishment of similar projects in other domains, such as scientific research and academic collaboration.

Despite the initial success, the OSSD project faced several challenges, including intellectual property rights, software licensing, and governance issues. These challenges were addressed through the development of new policies and guidelines. The project also received recognition for its contributions to the open-source community, including the Essential Software Development (ESD) project, which aimed to provide a comprehensive framework for software development.

In conclusion, the OSSD project demonstrated the potential of open-source software development, and its success paved the way for future open-source initiatives. The project's legacy continues to inspire new initiatives, and its lessons continue to be applied in various domains.
A SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSIS

A.1 Policies excluded from Primary Analysis

The supplementary analysis looks at community and foundation interaction over governance concerns and policies applicable to active incubation and mentoring. We remove certain categories of policy documents based on subsection headings in the original dataset [82]. These include “Steps to Retirement”, “Deciding to Retire”, “Graduation discussion”, “Graduation Approval vote”, “The Graduation Process”, “Preparing a Charter”, “The Recommendation Vote”, “Submission of Resolution to the Board”, “Community Graduation Vote”, “Press Releases for new Top Level Projects (TLP)”, “Whether to graduate to Subproject or to top-level project”, “Graduating to a Subproject”, “ASF Board Resolution”, “Post-Graduation tasks”, “Transferring trademarks to the ASF” and “Subproject Acceptance vote”. The aforesaid sections span terminal formalisms and procedures to initiate and garner community/ASF approval for graduation as well as steps towards formal induction into Apache. ASF projects may pursue two modes of post-graduation affiliation: to function as a fully-fledged independent top-level project (TLP) or as a subproject under a TLP. Sections also cover protocols to be observed when a project is being retired. All in all, 34 entries were removed out of the original 234. However, we retain policies that state the goals of the ASF, expected standards, evaluation criteria, and other requirements meant to guide and mentor projects toward success.

A.2 Analysis and Results

We repeated all the steps through Section. 5.3 for detecting governed activities and measuring internalization with respect to the modified dataset. For RQ1, the correlation between the distributions of policy extent and governed activity was found to be 0.18 (p = 0.41). For RQ2, the correlation between the distribution of policy extent and the mean internalization by topic was found to be 0.69 (p < 0.001). These findings are nearly identical to those reported in the main text. The analyses for RQ3 are as below (see Table. 6). The differences between these findings are those reported in the main text and are discussed in the main text (Section. 6).

With the multitude of choices and considerations driving our study, our research questions presented two alternate analytical approaches to explain our findings. As we draw parallels between the topical effects from the two analyses, we further assess how policy subsets driving them determine governance topics. Rules act as initializing seeds in semantic clustering, while their words are used to retrieve cTF-IDF and detect related themes among governed activities. Graduation/Retirement protocols are closely
The supplementary analysis belonged to the same topics as they did during the primary analysis.

The primary and supplementary analyses preserve results from RQ1 and RQ2. One of the policies that contributed to an effect (‘Project Configuration’) in the primary analysis was an outlier and was not included among topics in the supplementary analysis. We discuss our interpretations and recommendations from RQ3 only based on effects that are supported by both independent experiments.

## B SEMI-SUPERVISED PIPELINE: TRAINING AND VALIDATION

We leverage advances in natural language learning to train a pipeline to support behavioral research in online governance across multiple platforms, services, and communities of interest. In Section 5.3.2, we discuss in detail our motivations for pursuing semi-supervised methods. We hereby provide further details on the choices we made in training and automated metrics selected for validation. For the purposes of reproduction, it is recommended that experiments are performed using an NVIDIA T4 GPU.

### B.1 Sentence Embeddings and Clustering

The bi-encoder architecture was developed for computationally efficient semantic encoding of texts [74]. They involve training a Siamese network of two identical transformers to generate contextual encodings for two distinct text inputs. The averaged output from each transformer is then subjected to a contrastive loss objective function. By the end of the joint fine-tuning, both the transformers are capable of independently generating semantic embeddings for any given text input.

Huggingface [101] hosts multiple domain-specific bi-encoders. To generate semantic representations for all text data, we selected a model capable of interpreting a range of developer discussions. We use a bi-encoder trained on an extensive corpus of 18.5 million posts from Stack Overflow [12], a question-answering platform frequented by software engineers for discussions across all pertinent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Covariates Only</th>
<th>Covariates &amp; Governed Activity</th>
<th>Covariates &amp; Internalization</th>
<th>All Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.490</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.186</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committers(^2)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commits(^2)</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer Emails(^2)</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubation time(^1)</td>
<td>-0.518</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-0.358</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubator Reporting(^2)</td>
<td>-1.707</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-1.584</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patches(^2)</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Protocol/Timeline(^2)</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.6686</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Protocol/Timeline(^1)</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community(^1)</td>
<td>-0.902</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.5161</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 208

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIC: 139.91</th>
<th>R(^2) (Tjur): 0.258</th>
<th>R(^2) (Tjur): 0.442</th>
<th>R(^2) (Tjur): 0.413</th>
<th>R(^2) (Tjur): 0.508</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIC: 115.36</td>
<td>AIC: 123.49</td>
<td>AIC: 109.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Standardized variables ^2 Log transformed (base 10) and standardized variable

Table 6: Summary: Binomial (Logit) GLM regression of project governance against Graduation/Retirement

associated with multiple other aspects of ASFI governance. E.g., the reduced dataset has fewer policies about the ASF board and their meetings and resolutions. These functions and offices are mostly observed when projects apply for graduation. As a result, removing a subgroup of policies redistributes the relative thematic and semantic salience of seeds, optimal training hyperparameters, and how the resulting pipeline clusters activities related to policies or identify topics.

The 200 policies in the supplementary analysis were parsed into 328 rules (Section 5.3.1), which guided clustering and topic modeling. Out of the 154 topics discovered, 24 were found to span both community-governed activities and ASFI policies. Topic names were inferred in a manner similar to what we did for the primary analysis, i.e., based on policies the topics contained, their top keywords, and sampled governed activities. The retrained pipeline assigned topics to 219 of these 328 rules, leaving 108 outliers. Policy documents often contain canonical descriptions of norms and processes that may be dated and removed from practice [7, 64]. 57 outliers were common between the primary and the supplementary analysis. These included licensing terms unlikely to be frequent in conversations or recommendations and best practices, which may see relatively less translation into operations when compared to binding policies (e.g., “3 mailing list moderators are recommended”).

Despite these differences, we found considerable consistency between topics and findings from the primary and supplementary analyses. 22 of the 24 topics in the supplementary analysis largely corresponded to topics from our primary analysis, which we used to interpret effects across the two analyses. This was confirmed further by an average match of 82.5% between the top 3 representative words from these topics and their counterparts from the primary analysis. The two extra topics, ‘Project Webpage’ and ‘Request Handling’, also overlap with URL/Links and General Communications, respectively, in terms of policies and types of activities they contained (See Appendix. C). Apart from some instances of reassignment across topics, 89.5% of all the 219 non-outlier rules
aspects of development, including licensing. We use the embeddings thus produced to cluster related activities.

For best clustering results, we conducted hyperparameter tuning for BERTopic’s HDBSCAN through density-based clustering validity (DBCV) [60] over a sample of 100,000 activities. DBCV scores rate density-based models from -1 to +1, with higher values indicating better clustering quality. Maximizing DBCV ensures that high-density clusters are clearly discernible and separated by low-density regions in the semantic embedding space. This mitigates the misassignment of less related activities to clusters and also improves the overall consistency of subsequent topic assignments. To find optimal hyperparameters, we tune over the following HDBSCAN arguments: minimum cluster size and minimum samples. Higher values of cluster size threshold might lead to the merging of clusters, while greater sample size promotes dense clustering and more outliers. Both parameters were varied in combinations from 10 (0.01% of sample size) to 100 (0.1% of sample size). Prior to clustering, BERTopic also uses Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection or UMAP for dimension reduction of embeddings. The number of neighbors parameter in UMAP decides the trade-off between preserving the global and local structure and was also varied between 10 and 100. We retain the model with the best relative DBCV score at 0.32. For the supplementary analysis, we appropriately re-conduct hyperparameter search over the same ranges to a DBCV score of 0.33.

B.2 Topic Modeling
We infer interpretable topic names from clusters through their top 3 representative words generated by cTF-IDF [29], policies associated, and governed activities sampled from the same. For evaluating the quality of the topic representative words, we chose the C$_D$ metric [75]. For a given set of representative words, C$_D$ measures how coherent they are with the content of the documents (or clusters) they represent. Among several topic modeling metrics, C$_D$ scores showed the highest correlation with human ranking of representative topic words for multiple datasets [75]. It calculates probabilities of co-occurrence [5] for each representative word with other words from the content being modeled and returns an aggregate measure for the set on a scale of 0 to 1. Wu et al. [102] provide a detailed breakdown of the algorithm used to calculate C$_D$, where values close to 1 are generally attained for ideal hypothetical cases of uniform data when texts comprise identical groups of words (N-grams). Our models for the primary and supplementary analysis attain C$_D$ scores of 0.683 and 0.695, respectively.

The authors intermittently read and reviewed the data and results from the pipeline. We took this approach to human validation rather than scaling to crowd-workers, primarily because of the domain expertise in open source, software development, and related policies required to categorize and evaluate statements in our corpus. We found general consistency between the representative words and their presence in their respective topic content. In several cases, we found synonyms or other words closely associated with the representative words. This is expected and can be attributed back to the clustering segment of our pipeline, which works on the principle of distributional semantics [22] (i.e., the meanings of words are qualified by the context they are situated in) to identify related activities. Examples include ‘Zoom’ and ‘Graphics’, ‘Volunteer’ and ‘Help’ or ‘Configuration’ and ‘Infrastructure.’ Appendix C provides sampled examples across all the topics in our primary analysis.

C TOPIC APPENDIX
The following tables list the 42 governance topics we identified across emails and ASFI policies in the primary analysis. In order to inform subjective interpretation, we include a brief description of each topic, their top 3 representative words from BERTopic’s cTF-IDF (Section 5.3), a sampled governed activity, its closest related ASFI policy (Section 5.3.4), and the internalization between the two. Figure 3 provides a visualization of policy internalization scores within different governance topics. Topics that appeared in both the primary and supplementary analyses are indicated by (*)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Top Words</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Governed Activity</th>
<th>Internalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache Foundation/Contributor License*</td>
<td>ASF, ICLA, Projects</td>
<td>Policies and discussions applicable across the Apache Foundation, including contributor licenses and post-development release compliance</td>
<td>&quot;There are restrictions about how projects can use their own and other ASF brands and names&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The ASF has strict policies on what can be used by ASF projects to ensure that the final distribution is compatible with the Apache license&quot; (Derby, 2005-04-29)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Requirements/Maturity Model*</td>
<td>Graduation, TLP¹, Mailing</td>
<td>Conditions, standards of assessment and recommendations for successful graduation from the ASFI</td>
<td>&quot;Once the project starts feeling ready to graduate they should make a self-assessment of that readiness&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I indeed believe that you could graduate any time now – once you have some experience in adding to the community&quot; (Isis, 2011-12-11)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Communications*</td>
<td>Email, Mail, Mailing</td>
<td>Policies as well as best practices encouraging use of ASFI project mailing lists</td>
<td>&quot;Note that subscribers of external mailing lists will not be automatically subscribed to the new incubator project mailing lists&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I thought the dev@ and user@ lists were normally discarded if not sent from a subscriber&quot; (Slider, 2014-05-15)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podling Project Management Committee (PPMC)*</td>
<td>PPMC, PMC, Members</td>
<td>Constitution, responsibilities and scope of authority of the management committee (PPMC) assigned to an individual incubating project</td>
<td>&quot;Discussions of PPMC candidates and votes happen on the project's private PPMC mailing list&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Of course we would immediately set discussing nominees drawn from the list of PPMC members as it exists today&quot; (Vxquery, 2013-11-19)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubator Reporting*</td>
<td>Report, Reports, Month</td>
<td>Steps for projects to prepare status/progress reports for the ASFI, and associated activities</td>
<td>&quot;Mentors must sign off on project reports&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;(report signed - off.)&quot; (Amaterasu, 2017-10-08)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Process, Shutdown, Run</td>
<td>Particular processes related to development and code management</td>
<td>&quot;A specific process exists for donating code to the ASF which projects need to follow&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Once I am able to I’ll run some tests&quot; (Storm, 2014-08-07)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committers/Commits*</td>
<td>Commit, Committers, Committer</td>
<td>Practices and norms among ASFI affiliated committers, including developer admissions and their duties.</td>
<td>&quot;As a project grows it needs to renew itself by accepting new committers&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;We still looking to grow the community and add new committers&quot; (Shindig, 2009-03-10)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community*</td>
<td>Community, Open, Source</td>
<td>Expectations and cultural codes observed among Apache communities</td>
<td>&quot;Before a project graduates it must create a diverse and self-sustaining community&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;we need to create a healthy community&quot; (Gearpump, 2016-04-05)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/Developers</td>
<td>Project, Projects, Developers</td>
<td>General norms and discussions related to ASFI projects and developers</td>
<td>&quot;Top level projects* are created by a resolution by the board&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;This is an active project&quot; (Falcon, 2013-09-05)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Top Words</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Governed Activity</td>
<td>Internalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubator Project Management Committee (IPMC)*</td>
<td>IPMC, Votes, Vote</td>
<td>Constitution, responsibilities and scope of authority of the management committee (IPMC) overseeing the Incubator program</td>
<td>'For a project to receive full permission from the IPMC to execute the release the release vote must be held on the incubator general list'</td>
<td>'Yes ask the IPMC to ratify the 1.3.0 - incubating - alpha release' (Wicket, 2007-03-24)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links/URLs</td>
<td>Link, Links, URL</td>
<td>Adding, updating, connecting and preserving weblinks and associated content</td>
<td>'A non-ASF release may not be linked from a project’s website'</td>
<td>'Fixed the Youtube link’ (Kudu, 2016-04-28)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Communications</td>
<td>Request, Response, Reply</td>
<td>Communications beyond mailing lists, such as sending and receiving data and resources from admins, servers etc.</td>
<td>'Some resources are created by infrastructure after an appropriate request'</td>
<td>'I also agree that request cycle should be responsible for detaching' (Wicket, 2007-03-25)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Doc, Document, Docs</td>
<td>Creating, using and updating appropriate documentation for product/tool manuals, as well as project/ASF related content</td>
<td>'The original proposal and the status document should be consulted when creating the graduation resolution document'</td>
<td>'GC/VS has no document associated, since it’s too early and unstable for serious document efforts' (Harmony, 2006-09-11)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks Handling</td>
<td>Task, Tasks, Job</td>
<td>Creation, navigation and successful management of tasks, at both system and project level</td>
<td>'When retiring open a 'task' INFRA JIRA ticket 'Retire the $Project Incubator Project’, open sub-tickets using 'create sub-task' as applicable'</td>
<td>'When the next iteration of the subDAG would run, it could not execute the subDAG tasks since they were set to failed' (Airflow, 2017-11-17)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Directory</td>
<td>File, Files, Directory</td>
<td>Rules and practices around files and directory management among projects</td>
<td>'When retiring, create a file retired.txt at the top-level of each project’s source repository'</td>
<td>'I setup a putfile processor with the local directory of machine B’ (Nifi, 2015-04-28)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIRA*</td>
<td>JIRA, Browse, JIRAs</td>
<td>Activities involving JIRA, an issue/task tracking utility</td>
<td>'Resources should be requested from Infra via Apache Infra JIRA → create task'</td>
<td>'Given a general feeling that if we could use Spnego authentication, we can file a JIRA to add it.&quot; (Knox, 2013-08-29)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility/Resolution</td>
<td>Zoom, Look, Good</td>
<td>Activities related to front-end in product and ASFI/project related web resources</td>
<td>'When retiring modify the resolution attributes of the podlings.xml appropriately'</td>
<td>'You probably should not listen to me when it comes to graphics since I’m really bad at visual design’ (OpenOffice, 2012-02-14)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion/Removal*</td>
<td>Delete, Remove, Removed</td>
<td>Removal of redundant information and artifacts from checklists, trackers, code base, storage etc.</td>
<td>'The project startup template contains a list of actions, all those which do not apply should deleted'</td>
<td>'The caller is responsible for cleaning up module.&quot; (Impala, 2016-05-25)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Top Words</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Governed Activity</td>
<td>Internalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security/Authentication</td>
<td>Security, User, Password</td>
<td>Aspects related to secure development and products, such as authentication and privacy preservation</td>
<td>&quot;When retiring move the $project JIRA to 'retired' and set to read - only&quot;</td>
<td>'A regular user will create the notebook and change the permission settings to his/her notebook' (Zeppelin, 2016-02-06)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues*</td>
<td>Issue, Fix, Problem</td>
<td>Norms and activities articulating, verifying, and resolving pertinent issues around development and release.</td>
<td>&quot;By the time you graduate all issues listed in the disclaimer must be corrected&quot;</td>
<td>'I'm not sure how to fix this with Wagon' (Ariatosca, 2017-08-16)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubation Process</td>
<td>Incubator, Incubation</td>
<td>Actions related to incubation, particularly graduation/retirement</td>
<td>'The final decision to retire the project takes the form of a vote by the IPMC on general@incubator'</td>
<td>'Pirk would just retire from incubation,' (Pirk, 2017-02-26)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailing list/Whimsy²</td>
<td>List, Lists, Whimsy</td>
<td>Rules and practices regarding the general Incubator mailing list</td>
<td>&quot;IPMC members are on the general list, so posting to the general list is sufficient.&quot;</td>
<td>'I'll send a note to the list when I get further along.' (Qpid, 2008-04-21)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Installations</td>
<td>Install, Installation, Ubuntu</td>
<td>Installation of utilities and dependencies as part of specific development, or provided by the ASFI</td>
<td>Incubation proposal should include a list of required resources which will require active set up</td>
<td>&quot;If you need sudo you need to set up Orthrus (Opie) first&quot; (Bloodhound, 2013-02-11)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms</td>
<td>Form, Forms, Onsubmit</td>
<td>Paperwork, templates and web forms related to ASFI as well as product in development</td>
<td>&quot;The nominating PPMC member should send a message to the IPMC with a reference to the vote result in the following form:&quot;³</td>
<td>&quot;a problem with nested forms arises when the outer form is submitted' (Wicket, 2006-11-05)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals/Resolutions</td>
<td>Proposal, Solution, Task</td>
<td>Formulation of plans and objectives among developers, as well as sharing of roadmaps and solutions</td>
<td>'A suitable board resolution should be drawn by the community advised by the mentors'</td>
<td>'Comments to my earlier proposal are welcome' (Netbeans, 2016-10-06)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patches*</td>
<td>Patch, Patches, Attached</td>
<td>Applying, reviewing, committing and all related discussion of patches</td>
<td>&quot;When they give a good answer that the documentation doesn't cover ask developers/users to submit a patch&quot;</td>
<td>'[NAME] has uploaded a new patch set (#2).' (Impala, 2016-03-09)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checks/Tests</td>
<td>Check, Checked, Checks</td>
<td>Priority activities which need to be completed, validated, and confirmed</td>
<td>&quot;add project to the Incubator’s content/podlings.xml as soon as possible after acceptance.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Having the checks in code makes us search for the problems in the right place&quot; (Corinthia, 2015-02-19)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Voting*</td>
<td>Vote, Votes, Voting</td>
<td>Recommended and required voting related protocols across ASFI projects</td>
<td>&quot;If the release vote passes the project must send a summary of that vote to the Incubator’s general list&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;You must indicate which measure you are voting on in order for your vote to be counted&quot; (Hcatalog, 2013-01-28)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ Includes the following form: *3*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Top Words</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Governed Activity</th>
<th>Internalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright Notice*</td>
<td>License, Notice, Copyright</td>
<td>Adoption, review and distribution of appropriate license copyrights and notices</td>
<td>&quot;When retiring, the copyright checkbox of the project’s incubation status page has to be checked off.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I don’t believe the return values can be copyrighted&quot; (Harmony, 2006-07-01)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedules/Events*</td>
<td>Day, Date, Week</td>
<td>General timed activities among developers</td>
<td>&quot;Post report on the month-year page with the provided template&quot;*</td>
<td>&quot;PR96 - owned by [NAME], he will be back after new year&quot; (Trafodion, 2015-12-23)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release Management*</td>
<td>Release, Version</td>
<td>Protocols and activities related to developing releases (ASF and non-ASF)</td>
<td>&quot;Anybody reviewing your releases will explain what they checked and what they found&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Help answer any question and check releases.&quot; (Apisix, 2020-06-03)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Protocol/Timeline*</td>
<td>Hours, Vote, Open</td>
<td>Rules and activities concerning timing/duration of ASFI-related voting and associated processes.</td>
<td>&quot;The board’s vote is effective immediately although the public minutes of the board meeting appear later, usually within a month&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I’ll run the voting thread tomorrow afternoon/evening&quot; (JSPwiki, 2012-06-05)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Configuration*</td>
<td>Config, Configur</td>
<td>Operations related to configuring settings and parameters across software/hardware</td>
<td>&quot;Incoming project needs to set up its infrastructure.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Shouldn’t it let this value be set by cloud-setup-agent or by the admin manually?&quot; (Cloudstack, 2012-08-08)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release Blockers</td>
<td>Blocker, Wait</td>
<td>Serious technical faults (e.g., code issues) and associated organizational roadblocks (e.g., failed release votes) which may suspend/delay releases</td>
<td>&quot;Some issues may be blockers&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The sad thing is that we have 4 blocker and 19 critical issues with no responsible persons&quot; (Netbeans, 2018-04-20)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds</td>
<td>Build, Built</td>
<td>Activities around creating, maintaining and deploying builds</td>
<td>&quot;When retiring turn off $ project automatic builds&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;You can’t do that until Geronimo is build once successfully&quot; (Geronimo, 2004-02-25)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Wiki</td>
<td>Wiki, Page, Mediawiki</td>
<td>Rules and activities around establishing and maintaining project wikis</td>
<td>&quot;When retiring make $project wiki read - only&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The wiki is in need of TLC&quot; (Cloudstack, 2012-11-01)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Incubator*</td>
<td>Apache, Incubator, Dubbo</td>
<td>Rules and restrictions generally applicable across newly incubating projects, and associated discussions</td>
<td>&quot;Do not request source repositories before SGAs are filed for instance, if the source code is not already Apache licensed or category A licensed&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;We strongly recommend that the first Apache release is source only&quot; (Druid, 2018-07-11)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Top Words</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Governed Activity</td>
<td>Internalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Object Management*</td>
<td>Resource, Resources, ResourceType</td>
<td>Operations involving hardware and software resources among projects</td>
<td>&quot;Apache Infra has a guide that you can use to understand the flow of resource requests&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Diverting from the 'normal' way of doing this with resource files without having a problem at the moment feels like a premature optimization to me&quot; (Harmony, 2006-07-13)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subversion (SVN)*</td>
<td>SVN, Subversion, Diff</td>
<td>Activities involving Subversion, a VCS system popular in ASFI</td>
<td>&quot;Committers can access the project template for resolutions in the committers SVN repository&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;If your local revision is between my commits an SVN update should do the trick.&quot; (Stanbol, 2011-07-08)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration/Help</td>
<td>Help, got, doing</td>
<td>Acts of assistance and volunteering that are central to OSS collaboration</td>
<td>&quot;IPMC members are free to volunteer to mentor a project, to do so they should mail the project stating their intentions.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Maybe I can help with that.&quot; (OpenOffice, 2012-05-29)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact Management*</td>
<td>Artifact, Artifacts, Nexus7</td>
<td>Activities around development, maintenance, and deployment of artifacts</td>
<td>&quot;Release artifacts must include 'incubating' in the final file name&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;As [NAME] said next step is to build and post artifacts&quot; (Etch, 2010-09-27)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Meetups/Conferences</td>
<td>Meetings, Meetup, Conference</td>
<td>Conferences, meetups as well as official meetings among ASFI developers and organizers</td>
<td>&quot;For inclusion in the agenda for the next board scheduled for Wed 15 July 2015, 10 : 30 AM Pacific meeting&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The board meeting was one of the largest projects in our dataset, with frequent activity in this topic&quot;</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1ASFI projects generally graduate into an independent TLP (top-level project) or as a subject of an existing project
2Whimsy is an Apache utility used for managing mailing lists
3The form comprised an email header format that could not be compared to email content. We retained this portion of the policy, which provides sufficient context to detect discussions around the use of appropriate paperwork in PPMC elections
4Month-year page refers to an indexing system used by the ASFI to collect and track project reports as they become due.
5The Apache Software Foundation board
6Apache Dubbo was one of the largest projects in our dataset, with frequent activity in this topic
7Nexus is a repository management tool